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Refugees: The Context

There are more than 43 million displaced people in our world. Almost half of these are refugees – people forced from their homes and living outside their countries of origin, fearful to return.

Currently, Canada directly assists with permanent settlement on its soil approximately 20,000 refugees through its two sponsorship programs (government-assisted and private) and its inland protection system (accepting refugee claimants).

Refugees are not immigrants. Immigrants usually have control over their migration to a new country, but refugees have no choice: when they move from one location to another, it is often dangerous. They are in exile, away from their home, often suffering many from forms of trauma.

Canadian Baptists of Western Canada: A Response

Canadian Baptist of Western Canada (CBWC) have a strong tradition of welcoming refugees to Canada. As a Sponsorship Agreement Holder (SAH), the CBWC has worked with dozens of its churches since the 1970’s to sponsor hundreds of refugees from camps around the world. Kinbrace, BC’s longest-serving housing and support provider for persons seeking refugee protection in Canada, with roots in Grandview Calvary Baptist and supported by the CBWC, assists 30+ refugee claimants with housing each year and hundreds more with education.

Radical Hospitality: Remembering Our Capacity to Help Refugees

The best way forward in assisting people who are refugees is to start by taking a step back and remember the biblical narrative. We must remember:

- Our context – God’s creation
- Who we are – sojourners and aliens
- Who the other is – an honourable guest
- Who God is – host, guest and stranger
Remembering our Context – God’s Creation

“The earth is the Lord’s and all that is in it, the world, and those who live in it”. (Psalm 24:1)

This is our starting point: we live in a created place – in a universe, a world that comes from and is sustained by the creative hands of God; we live, breathe and die in the love of God. This is a deep mystery, for while we are born with strong instincts for survival and a sense of tribal belonging runs fiercely through our veins, as we grow old, we realize the world is about profound love: the presence of God. In real time, the last are first and the children lead the way. It is not governments or regimes, war or terrorists that define our world. The madness that turns innocent people into refugees, as violent and overwhelming as it is, must be held within the context of God’s superseding love. When we, who care to help, open ourselves to this great love, we engage in a remarkable force that drives out fear.

Remembering who we are – sojourners and aliens

“Now the Lord said to Abram, ‘Go from your country and your kindred and your father’s house to the land that I will show you.’” (Genesis 12:1)

At the heart of biblical spirituality is the journey of faith – leaving what we know, following an uncertain path, listening for the words of Jesus, “Come and follow me.” Our inclination is to value stability, rootedness and security. Meanwhile our biblical characters seek the way of faith, the way of the vulnerable sojourner. Refugees are forced to become sojourners.

“Don’t mistreat any foreigners who live in your land. Instead, treat them as well as you treat citizens and love them as much as you love yourself. Remember, you were once foreigners in the land of Egypt. I am the Lord your God.” (Leviticus 19:33-34).

How we treat refugees around the world and in our country is directly related to how well we can remember our own story and past. The motive for the Hebrew people to treat foreigners with love and respect – to practise hospitality – is based on their memory of being a foreigner. Some of the most significant hospitality to refugees is shown by those who have been refugees. They know what it is like. It is difficult for 2nd, 3rd, 4th generation immigrants/refugee Canadians to remember the stories of our ancestors. We need either to dredge up those stories or create our own by going on adventures that leave us feeling awkward and misplaced.

Remembering who the other is – an honourable guest

“Jesus said also to the one who had invited him, ‘When you give a luncheon or a dinner, do not invite your friends or your brothers or your relatives or rich neighbours, in case
they may invite you in return, and you would be repaid. But when you give a banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, and the blind. And you will be blessed, because they cannot repay you, for you will be repaid at the resurrection of the righteous.” (Luke 13:12-14)

Jesus reveals the stranger as the unlikely dinner guest – the one who is hard to have a conversation with and who may not fit. When polar ends of society – refugees and citizens – come together to share food at the table, then the ‘other’ (each of us) is finally encountered as a full human, not simply a feared stereotype. Jesus takes this invitation even further by calling us to love our enemy – the truly other.

“Abraham looked up and saw three men standing nearby. He quickly ran to meet them, bowed with his face to the ground, and said, ‘Please come to my home where I can serve you. I’ll have some water brought so you can wash your feet, then you can rest under the tree. Let me get you some food to give you strength before you leave. I would be honoured to serve you’.” (Genesis 18:2-5)

Abraham lives in a culture of hospitality, where tremendous honour, including foot-washing, a place for rest, and food, is given to strangers. Walter Brueggemann states that a stranger is a “person without a place.” To truly honour the other is to create a place for them. The profound ‘other’ in our world is the refugee, a survivor without a home.

Remembering who God is – host, guest and stranger

“When Jesus came to the place, he looked up and said to Zacchaeus, ‘Zacchaeus, hurry and come down; for I must stay at your house today’.” (Luke 19:5)

Jesus turns hospitality on its head. He invites himself as guest, but subversively becomes the true host, welcoming Zacchaeus into a place where his identity is renewed and secured – as a ‘son of Abraham.’

“I was a stranger and you welcomed me...And when was it that we saw you a stranger and welcomed you...? Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of the least of these who are members of my family, you did it to me.” (Matthew 25:35-40)

Ultimately, Christ is the stranger. We encounter Christ through those we welcome. This is powerful motivation for opening the doors of our hearts, homes, churches, communities and country to refugees among us. Jesus wanders with and among the world’s 43 million displaced people, sailing across the oceans undocumented, knocking on the doors of countries, grinding through asylum protection systems, seeking a home. The gift this refugee offers us is to open the door and discover the wonder of His presence greeting us.
Putting Words to Action: Practical Ways to Welcome Refugees

Learn – read books, keep up with statistics, and watch the news for refugee stories.

Pray – work on your interior space to drive out fear and make room for the global homeless.

Help – volunteer in your community, with you church, or with agencies that assist refugees.

Transform – without objectifying or being paternalistic, discover friendship with a person who have lived – or are living – the refugee experience.
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Loren Balisky’s theological reflection on refugees was written in response to a request from the CBWC’s Justice and Mercy Network. Although his paper reflects his personal theological reflections and is not official CBWC policy, the CBWC is grateful for this reflection and affirms its content as a resource to promote theological reflection and discussion.

This material is intended for workshops and group studies and may be printed and re-used for these purposes without seeking permission, but please note the CBWC as the source.
Reading Resources on Refugees

Websites:

Citizenship and Immigration Canada www.cic.gc.ca/english/refugees

Canadian Council for Refugees www.ccrweb.ca

Refugee Sponsorship Information www.rstp.ca

United Nations High Commission for Refugees www.unhcr.org

UNHCR Refugee Status Determination www.refworld.org

Refugee Highway maps, Biblical resources www.refugeehighway.net

Human Rights Watch www.hrw.org

International Association for Refugees www.iafr.org

Kinbrace Community Society (Vancouver) www.kinbrace.ca

Journey Home Community Association (Vancouver) www.journeyhomecommunity.ca

Text of Bill C4
www.parl.gc.ca/LegisInfo/BillDetails.aspx?Language=E&amp;amp;Mode=1&amp;amp;billId=5089199
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*The contents of this paper are intended as an information resource for general understanding on the subject. Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure accuracy at the time of publication. Readers are advised to check the accuracy and currency of all information for themselves.*

*This material is intended for workshops and group studies and may be printed and re-used for these purposes without seeking permission, but please note the CBWC as the source.*
Basic Steps to Start a Refugee Sponsorship Ministry

This comes out of my conversation with the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA). The four pillars of Charitable activities are:

a) The advancement of Religion,
b) The advancement of Education,
c) The Relief of Poverty, and
d) Other purposes of general benefit to the community which are charitable in nature.

These four pillars should be in your bylaws in some form. For our purposes; the ‘relief of poverty’ is the key for refugee sponsorship. If it is not in the bylaws, I would suggest your Council/Board approve a motion to go to your next qualifying church meeting to have it enacted. You can start the refugee process, with the knowledge that the church congregation will, hopefully, pass the motion to update the bylaws.

The next step would be for the church congregation to formally approve the support of helping a refugee family. This should be done with the full knowledge of the costs and time commitment required for this undertaking; which will be explained later on.

The next step would be to contact Rod Olson at the CBWC. The CBWC is empowered by the Government to act in this regard and has done so for at least 40 years, and a number of churches have gone thru the process of bringing refugees to Canada. Once the paper work has been completed and approved by Citizenship and Immigration Canada; it is now a short wait.

I recommend that the church set up a Trust account to handle the incoming funds. Since the church has the power to support the relief of poverty, it can receive and pay out monies. It can also issue tax receipts for the donations. I also suggest when seeking donations, you advise the congregation that if funding is over budget, that Council has the right to determine where the excess goes; and if underfunded, where the money comes from. The church needs to understand that upon agreeing and signing to support a refugee family; this a legal document and they have to come up with the funds.

CRA is also very empathic that any payments made of behalf of the family for accommodation, food, clothing, transportation, etc. should be paid by the church to the landlord, the Grocery store or other stores as required. CRA’s take is that trust is important. Let us ensure good governance and accountability.

This also means that church members will need to be available to help them with shopping, which means driving them around.

The CBWC may also provide a letter to the church that explains that the church is operating under the CBWC Sponsorship Agreement with the Government, in case the church gets asked about this.
Questions & Answers on Refugee Sponsorship — Finances

How much money does it cost to sponsor a refugee family?

It varies. The federal government bases its guidelines on social assistance rates but most churches try to provide refugees with a higher standard of living. Churches should research living costs in their local area to ensure they have sufficient funds. For example, the federal government thinks it costs $27,000 for a family of 4 to live for a year. Churches should find out for themselves if that is sufficient.

What is a church’s financial obligation to refugees?

Any organization sponsoring refugees is responsible to financially support them for one year. The minimum level of sponsorship is social assistance rates, which vary by province. This obligation is lifted only if the family becomes financially self-sufficient prior to the end of the sponsorship year.

Past sponsors of refugees have found it necessary to top up government allowances but find it wise to not exceed the government level of funding by too much in case integration takes longer than 12 months. A modest and sustainable standard of living could help the family cope better financially and not get into debt if they have to depend on social assistance when they start their second year in Canada.

What does a church have to do to provide financial support to refugees?

1. The church should set up a bank account or trust fund specifically for refugee sponsorship, separating it from general funds.
2. The church should assist the refugees to set up a bank account and ensure refugees gain a good understanding of the Canadian financial system, which could be very different from the system in their country of origin.
3. The church and the refugees should agree on how money should be transferred from the church to family—how often, when, how much, what for.
4. Set up direct payments into the refugee’s bank account. The refugee family should have a good understanding of the financial system before this is done so they learn how to manage money within the unfamiliar Canadian financial system.

Does a sponsoring church have to have all of the money up front prior to sponsoring?

No. Churches that belong to a Sponsorship Agreement Holder (SAH) such as the CBWC do not have to have all of the funds up front but can gather these funds during the sponsorship year. However, sponsors are immediately responsible for the refugees’ start-up costs and are ultimately legally responsible for an entire year of financial support, so the CBWC requires that you have at least half of funds pledged or in the bank before starting to sponsor.

Does the federal government contribute to the financial support of privately sponsored refugees?

The federal government provides ‘matching’ funds only for refugees sponsored through the Blended Visa Office-Referred (BVOR) private sponsorship process. They provide 6 months of financial support at social assistance rates through the Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP). Although they provide the first 6 months of support, churches must pay start-up costs
and can expect to pay for the first month of costs while waiting for government processes to start. Sponsors may also wish to supplement government funding. The government provides no funding for the traditional method of Private Refugee Sponsorship (PSR). (The government does bring in refugees on its own (GAR’s), in addition to private sponsorship, and pays the full cost in that case.)

**What happens to refugees financially after the sponsorship year is over?**

The year of financial support is intended to allow the refugees time to become financially self-sufficient. This should give them enough time to find a job with sufficient income to be self-supporting.

If the family does not become self-supporting after a year, the sponsors do not have a further financial obligation — but may choose the option of continuing some level of financial support. Refugees would be eligible for social assistance and may need to depend on that until they can find a job that pays enough to be self-sufficient.

**What costs do sponsors cover?**

Sponsors are legally obligated to provide funds to meet a refugee family's basic living needs, including:

- housing
- food
- transportation
- basic clothing
- start-up costs — furniture, household items
- some incidentals

Other items, such as prescription medication, school costs etc would be at the discretion of the church.

Sponsors have a legal obligation to cover costs at social assistance rates but usually top these up to make life a little easier for refugees.

**Are sponsors required to pay for getting refugees to Canada?**

No. Refugees pay their own way or can get a repayable (with interest) loan from the federal government. Several refugees are not clear on this when they land. Churches may decide they wish to cover some or all transportation costs by gift or by low/no interest loans.

**Are refugees taxed on the funds they receive?**

No.

**What if we have more money than we need for sponsorship?**

When raising funds, the church should make it clear to donors that it reserves the right to use excess funds for other purposes. For example, excess funds could be forwarded to other organizations sponsoring or supporting refugees in some way. Or, the money could be forwarded to the CBWC’s refugee fund. If the sponsor has said something like ‘100% of funds
raised will go to refugees’ the sponsor must honour this commitment and cannot change the use of those funds without the permission of the donors.

**What happens if our church runs short of money?**

Once a refugee family is sponsored, the sponsoring church has a legal obligation to meet the family’s financial needs at a minimum of social assistance rates for one year. It is a good idea to ensure all money needed is either in hand or obtainable for the duration of the obligation. It is also helpful to manage cash flow in weekly or monthly increments.

**Do refugees get given funds in a lump sum?**

No. Refugees can be provided with funds on a weekly or monthly basis. This helps both the church and the refugees to manage their cash flow. Sorting out how often funds will be made available to the family — and for what — is a top priority to discuss with the family as soon as they land in Canada.

Many refugees very naturally want to use some of the money they receive to help family back in their country of origin, sometimes to the detriment of becoming financially self-sufficient in Canada. It is important to ensure that funds contribute primarily to the family’s self-sufficiency and autonomy and that the refugee family clearly understands these goals and how funds are to be used.

**Do refugees pay their own bills or does the church pay them directly?**

Some churches give refugees full control over the funds they receive. Others pay the rent directly to the landlord but the refugees make their own decisions about how they spend money on the basics they need. A few churches pay for everything directly or set up running accounts at specific stores, but most churches feel refugees deserve the dignity of making their own financial decisions. Keeping the family’s self-sufficiency and autonomy as primary goals and supporting this with financial education is key to the family’s success in adapting to the financial requirements of living in Canada.

**What about catastrophic costs, like medical bills?**

The sponsors are not responsible to pay for unexpected or catastrophic costs. The new federal government has reversed the previous government’s position on medical costs — now newcomers receive all the same medical coverage benefits as Canadian citizens, so it is unlikely refugees would have larger medical bills than citizens.

**What happens if refugees don’t spend the money they receive on basic needs like rent, food, transportation or clothing?**

The church is not obligated to add extra funds to its agreed weekly or monthly allotments to make up for funds spent on things other than basic needs.

**How does a sponsoring church address CRA’s private benevolence guidelines that say money cannot go to private individuals?**

Although money goes to individuals, the fact that refugee sponsorship is achieving a federal government policy goal means that the benevolence could be considered public rather than
private. Since the church is fulfilling a public policy objective of the federal government and because the government requires sponsors to provide a year of financial support to refugees, the church has a mandate to give money to refugees so they can pay their bills. This mandate overrides CRA restrictions on giving money to individuals.

Can newcomers earn money?

One of the goals of refugee sponsorship is that the adults in the family get jobs and become financially self-sufficient within a year. They can earn up to 50% of the government’s stipend (the first 6 months of the federal Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP). Above that, the government takes some RAP funds back. None of the funds contributed by sponsors gets recovered or reclaimed by the government.

What happens if newcomers are not financially self-sufficient after one year.

The sponsor has no legal financial obligation after the first year ends. If refugees are not financially self-supporting at that time, they qualify for social assistance like other permanent residents of Canada.
Revising Church Bylaws to Permit Refugee Sponsorship

Request: *Name of Canadian Baptist of Western Canada (CBWC) Church* is requesting that the Church Board affirm Refugee Sponsorship as a ministry of *Name of CBWC Church* and in order to facilitate this ministry, establish a Refugee Sponsorship Fund.

Background Information:

1. *The Canadian Baptists of Western Canada* has signed the legal Sponsorship Agreement with *Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC)* making them a Sponsorship Agreement Holder (SAH).
2. This Agreement is overseen by Rod Olson and the Justice and Mercy Network of the CBWC.
3. The agreement enables local Canadian Baptist churches to participate in CIC’s Refugee Sponsorship Program; assisting a refugee/refugee family resettle in their community. In CIC’s terminology, the local church is a ‘Constituent Group.’ (CG)
4. *Name of CBWC Church* has made a unanimous decision to engage in a refugee sponsorship ministry and will be submitting an application to sponsor a family.
5. A refugee sponsorship resettlement involves a one-year (12-month) financial commitment.
6. *Name of CBWC Church* has established a refugee sponsorship committee of # (minimum 5 people)
7. *Name of CG REP* is the leader of the team and considered the Constituent Group Representative.
   a. Other team members include: ________________________________
8. Total Funding of $________________________ for this refugee sponsorship has been committed to by the sponsorship committee.
9. __________________________ has committed to partner with us by providing volunteers.
10. *Name of CBWC Church* may do additional fundraising for the refugee sponsorship fund.

(Continued next page)
Financial Information:

The Canada Revenue Agency advises that a congregation can use its registered charity tax number to give receipts for donations to its refugee sponsorship fund, provided the church board has decided that refugee sponsorship is a mission of the congregation. The refugee fund therefore operates as a benevolent fund. (As with a benevolent fund, this broader term must be used rather than naming a specific family.)

Therefore we are asking that the Board:

a. Approve a formal motion “that refugee sponsorship is a mission of Name of CBWC Church.”

b. Approve a formal motion to establish a “Refugee Sponsorship Fund.”

Please note:

• The Church must designate a budget line for refugee sponsorship and oversee the distribution of refugee sponsorship funds. All money must be accounted for and transactions recorded.

• __________ and __________ will be the sponsorship group contacts who will request funds to be disbursed and will also provide expense receipts.

• In case the money is not needed for the anticipated refugee family, it will be used for another family’s sponsorship. If all sponsorship initiatives fall through and the ministry ceases, then all deposits plus interest in the account will be given back to the donors.

• Funds can come from different resources but not from the refugees, because that is illegal.
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1. Introduction

Each year, millions of people around the world are forced to flee their homeland to escape persecution, war or severe human rights abuses. Often, these people are permanently displaced and are never able to return home. In keeping with its humanitarian tradition and international obligations, the Government of Canada provides assistance to thousands of such displaced persons every year through its Government-Assisted Refugee (GAR) program.

Canadian citizens and permanent residents are able to provide additional opportunities for refugees living abroad to find protection and build a new life in Canada through the Private Sponsorship of Refugees (PSR) program. This guide explains how the private sponsorship program works, who may be sponsored, the obligations involved and the application process.
2. Private sponsorship of refugees program

2.1 Who may be sponsored?

The PSR program is strictly for sponsoring refugees and persons in refugee-like situations. Under the Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations, there are two classes of persons who may qualify as refugees for Canada’s refugee and humanitarian resettlement program. The classes are the Convention Refugees Abroad Class and the Country of Asylum Class.

A Convention refugee is any person who by reason of a well-founded fear of persecution because of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or political opinion:

- is outside the country of his or her nationality and is unable or, by reason of that fear, unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that country; or
- does not have a country of nationality, is outside the country of his or her former habitual residence and is unable or, by reason of that fear, unwilling to return to that country.

A Convention Refugee Abroad is any person who:

- is a Convention refugee;
- is outside Canada;
- is seeking resettlement in Canada;
- does not have a prospect of another durable solution, within a reasonable period of time, that is:
  - cannot return to his or her country of nationality or habitual residence;
  - cannot integrate in the country of refuge or the country of first asylum; and
  - does not have another offer of resettlement from a country other than Canada.
- will be privately sponsored or assisted by the government or has adequate financial resources to support himself or herself and any dependants.

A member of the Country of Asylum Class is a person:

- who is outside his or her country of citizenship or habitual residence;
- who has been, and continues to be, seriously and personally affected by civil war or armed conflict or who has suffered massive violations of human rights;
- for whom there is no possibility of finding an adequate solution to his or her situation within a reasonable period of time; and
- who will be privately sponsored or who has adequate financial resources to support himself or herself and any dependants.
An officer at a Canadian visa office makes the final decision on whether someone meets one of these definitions and is, therefore, eligible for resettlement. The eligibility decision is normally based on an interview with the applicant, supporting documentation submitted by the applicant and sponsoring group and additional information available to the officer (such as country condition updates).

To be accepted for resettlement in Canada, the refugee must also pass medical, security and admissibility checks. In addition, refugees will be assessed on their ability to establish successfully in Canada. In making this assessment, the visa officer will consider whether the refugee has relatives or a sponsor in Canada, the ability to speak or learn to speak English or French, the potential for employment and resourcefulness. When a family unit is applying, the settlement potential of all family members is assessed as a single determination. Refugees deemed by the visa officer to be in urgent need of protection or in vulnerable circumstances are not assessed on their ability to establish.

2.2 Who may not be sponsored?

The following persons do not qualify for private sponsorship:

- People already in Canada. Such persons seeking Canada’s protection as refugees should contact a local Citizenship and Immigration Centre for information on how to make a refugee claim.
- People who were the subject of a previous sponsorship application and were refused, unless:
  - their circumstances have changed;
  - new information, which was not presented in the previous application, has come to light; or
  - Canadian laws affecting the case have changed.
- People deemed to be Convention refugees by another country and allowed to live there permanently.
- People who fled persecution or civil war some time ago but can now integrate into the country where they are residing or can return home safely.

2.3 Who may submit a private sponsorship?

The following groups may submit a private sponsorship:

- **Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAHs)** are incorporated organizations that have signed a formal sponsorship agreement with Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC). Most current SAHs are religious organizations, ethnocultural groups or humanitarian organizations. SAHs, which may be local, regional or
national, assume overall responsibility for the management of sponsorships under their agreement. Organizations entering into a sponsorship agreement with CIC generally submit several refugee sponsorships a year.

- **Constituent Groups (CGs):** A SAH can authorize CGs to sponsor under its agreement and provide support to the refugees. Each SAH sets its own criteria for recognizing CGs. CGs are based in the sponsored refugee’s expected community of settlement and must have their sponsorship application and settlement plan approved by their SAH before the undertaking is submitted to the Centralized Processing Office in Winnipeg (CPO-W).

- **Groups of Five (G5)** are five or more Canadian citizens or permanent residents, who are at least 18 years of age, live in the expected community of settlement and have collectively arranged for the sponsorship of a refugee living abroad. The five individuals act as guarantors that the necessary support will be provided for the full duration of the sponsorship. The CPO-W assesses individual contributions of group members to the sponsorship. The financial and non-financial aspects are considered collectively as well as the settlement plan before the sponsorship is approved. The group’s financial commitment must meet the levels established in the Sponsorship Cost Table.

As part of the application package, the sponsoring group will need to include proof that each applicant has been recognized as a refugee by the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) or by a foreign state. Only a photocopy of the original document is required. If the document is in a language other than English or French, then a certified translation (in either official language) must be submitted along with the photocopy of the original document.

- **Community Sponsors (CSs):** Any organization (for-profit/not-for-profit, incorporated/non-incorporated) located in the community where the refugees are expected to settle can make an organizational commitment to sponsor. Community Sponsors must undergo financial and settlement plan assessments by the CPO-W each time they wish to sponsor. Like G5s, Community Sponsors must demonstrate that the organization is willing and able to commit funds toward the sponsorship in line with the levels established in the Sponsorship Cost Table.

As part of the application package, the sponsoring group will need to include proof that each applicant has been recognized as a refugee by the UNHCR or by a foreign state. Only a photocopy of the original document is required. If the document is in a language other than English or French, then a certified translation (in either official language) must be submitted along with the photocopy of the original document.

- A SAH, a CG or a CS has the option of formalizing a partnership with an outside party to share in the delivery of settlement assistance and support. Partnerships
may be formed with individuals (e.g., a family member of the sponsored refugee living in Canada) or other organizations. The partner—cosponsor—is expected to sign the sponsorship undertaking and discharge the responsibilities that were agreed to in the settlement plan.

2.4 Who may not submit a private sponsorship?

The following persons and groups are ineligible to participate in the sponsorship of refugees:

- Persons and groups liable for a sponsorship undertaking that remains in default.
- Persons convicted in Canada of the offence of murder or an offence set out in Schedule I or II of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act, regardless of whether the offence was prosecuted by indictment, and a period of five years has not elapsed since the completion of the sentence imposed under the Criminal Code of Canada.
- Persons convicted of an offence outside Canada that, if committed in Canada, would constitute an offence referred to above, if a period of five years has not elapsed since the completion of the sentence imposed under a foreign law.
- Persons subject to a removal order.
- Persons subject to revocation proceedings under the Citizenship Act.
- Persons detained in any penitentiary, jail, reformatory or prison.
- Persons in default of court-ordered support payments.

2.5 How is a sponsoring group formed?

Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH): Interested organizations can request an application to become a SAH by writing to PSR-PPPR@cic.gc.ca. SAHs must be incorporated organizations. Generally, new SAH applicants have sponsorship experience and expect to sponsor more than two refugee cases each year. Applicant organizations must have personnel and finances available to ensure the settlement needs of the sponsored refugees are in place before their arrival.

Constituent Groups (CG) are usually members of the organization holding the sponsorship agreement. However, each SAH sets its own criteria for recognizing CGs. Interested parties should contact a SAH directly to inquire about sponsoring under its auspices.

Groups of Five (G5) are at least five individuals who are eligible to sponsor and willing to contribute to the requirements of sponsorship. Each group member must complete a
A Community Sponsor (CS) is an organization that decides to participate in refugee sponsorship and provides statements demonstrating the ability to meet the required financial obligations.

Cosponsor: Interested individuals should contact a SAH, a CG or a CS in their area to inquire about partnering in the private sponsorship of a refugee. Each SAH, CG or CS has its own procedures for screening and approving a cosponsor as well as for establishing the division of responsibilities in the settlement plan. The decision to accept an individual or organization as a cosponsor is the choice of the SAH, CG or CS who submits the undertaking.

The sponsorship kit for SAH/CGs, G5s and CSs as well as the IMM 6000 (overseas application kit), which the refugee must complete, can be obtained on the CIC website.

2.6 What are the responsibilities of the sponsoring group?

Sponsoring groups agree to provide the refugees with care, lodging, settlement assistance and support for the duration of the sponsorship period. Normally, this is 12 months starting from the refugee’s arrival in Canada or until the refugee becomes self-sufficient, whichever comes first. In exceptional circumstances, the visa officer may determine that the refugee requires more time to become established in Canada and will ask the sponsoring group to extend the sponsorship period to a maximum of 36 months. The sponsoring group has the option of refusing the request for an extension of the sponsorship period. However, the sponsoring group risks having the case refused as a result.

Private sponsors normally support the sponsored refugees by:

- providing the cost of food, rent and household utilities and other day-to-day living expenses;
- providing clothing, furniture and other household goods;
- locating interpreters;
- selecting a family physician and dentist;
- assisting with applying for provincial health-care coverage;
- enrolling children in school and adults in language training;
- introducing newcomers to people with similar personal interests;
- providing orientation with regard to banking services, transportation, etc.; and
- helping in the search for employment.

It is not possible to sponsor only one member of a family unit. The sponsorship undertaking should name all immediate and dependent family members listed on the
Application for Permanent Residence, whether they are accompanying the principal applicant to Canada or may follow later under the provisions of the One Year Window (OYW) program as described in section 2.10. The sponsoring group is obliged to provide support to all family members listed on the undertaking, regardless of the timing of their arrival in Canada. The sponsor is responsible for supporting the non-accompanying family members under the same terms as in the original settlement plan, unless the principal refugee applicant is now self-sufficient and able to provide adequately for his or her family members. De facto dependants should also be included in the sponsorship but should be named on a separate undertaking as described in section 2.12.

2.7 How much financial support will be required?

The sponsorship application kit provides details of how much financial support will likely be needed to meet the sponsorship obligations as well as advice on how to determine whether a group has sufficient funds. Although the cost of living varies from centre to centre across the country, the Sponsorship Cost Table and the In-Kind Deduction Table included in the sponsorship kits can help to estimate the annual settlement cost for sponsoring a refugee or refugee family. One rule of thumb is that sponsors are expected to provide a level of support that is at least equal to that of the prevailing rates for social assistance in the expected community of settlement.

The sponsoring group may establish a trust fund for the sponsorship but may not accept or require payment of funds from a refugee for submitting a sponsorship.

The financial support of sponsors is given on the basis of need. Refugees are expected to contribute to their own settlement costs from funds they bring to Canada or earn during their sponsorship period.

Since sponsorship is meant to lead to self-sufficiency, sponsoring groups are encouraged to help refugees find employment but cannot force refugees to accept any job offered. Sponsors are, however, permitted to adjust their financial support downward if a refugee refuses to take a reasonable job offer. Finding employment within the sponsorship period is not always possible, so the sponsoring group is advised not to count on employment income when securing funds for the sponsorship.

2.8 Are there any extra costs?

Refugees are usually given a loan from the Government of Canada to pay for their medical examinations overseas and their transportation to Canada. In cases where the visa office has concerns about a refugee’s ability to repay a loan, the sponsoring group may be asked to pay a portion of, or all these costs. Examples may be sponsorships for
elderly persons who are unlikely to enter the labour market or sponsorships of unaccompanied minor children.

Payment for transportation and other costs from the contributions fund is reserved for certain cases within the Joint Assistance Sponsorship (JAS) component (see Additional Sponsorship Opportunities) where a visa officer is of the opinion that the refugee would be unable to repay the loan.

2.9 How is a match made between a sponsoring group and a refugee?

There are two ways to achieve a match between a sponsoring group and a refugee.

1) Sponsor-referred: The sponsoring group puts forward the name of a refugee or refugee family it is interested in sponsoring. The group may have obtained the referral from an overseas contact, a friend, the relative of a member of the organization or elsewhere. Sponsorship Agreement Holders/Constituent Groups, Groups of Five and Community Sponsors submit the sponsorship application on behalf of the sponsor-referred refugee to the CPO-W.

A group that would like to refer a refugee applicant for sponsorship should:

- consider whether or not the person is likely to be eligible for the private sponsorship program. (See Who may be sponsored? and Who may not be sponsored?) Ineligible applicants will be refused;
- determine whether the person has relatives or friends in Canada. In most cases, refugees should be resettled in their relative’s community.

2) Visa office-referred: The Matching Centre at CIC national headquarters in Ottawa administers an inventory of visa office-referred (VOR) cases that have already been selected but for which CIC works to find a private sponsor to match with the refugee identified initially by the United Nations Refugee Agency. VOR cases are normally ready to travel to Canada within one to four months of being matched with a sponsor. However, delays may occur in some travel-ready cases because of problems in arranging exit permits, travel documents, etc. Once the sponsorship is signed, the local Citizenship and Immigration Centre works with the Matching Centre and the visa office to provide the sponsor with more accurate information regarding departure and arrival dates, as well as any particular settlement needs that might exist in transit and in the first few weeks after the refugees have arrived in Canada.

Please refer to section 3. Additional Sponsorship Opportunities for more information on VORs, including the Blended VOR (BVOR) program.
2.10 What is a non-accompanying family member and the One Year Window (OYW) of Opportunity?

Non-accompanying family members are spouses and dependent children of the principal applicant who have been separated from the family unit and will not be travelling with the rest of the family. De facto dependants (see definition in section 2.12) cannot be identified as non-accompanying family members.

If separated family members submit an application for permanent residence to a visa office within one year of the principal applicant’s arrival in Canada, they will be processed on an expedited basis as part of the same application. In order to qualify, the principal applicant must identify the non-accompanying family member on the IMM 0008 application before departing for Canada. If the application is submitted after the one-year period has expired, the family member will not benefit from the provisions of the OYW. These applications are processed at the visa office responsible for the area in which the family members reside, even if that differs from the visa office where the principal applicant was processed.

Sponsoring groups must include separated family members on the undertaking and also ensure that the principal applicant identifies them on the IMM 0008 application as non-accompanying family members. **Family members who are not identified on the IMM 0008 application will not be eligible for the OYW or for sponsorship under the Family Class at a later date.**

To expedite processing, the sponsor or family member in Canada can send the IMM 6000 application to the family members abroad and advise them to complete the application forms and gather supporting documents. They need to indicate on their application (by checking the appropriate box at the top of page 1 of Schedule 2) that they are applying under the OYW program.

2.11 Sponsorship of non-accompanying family members

In cases where the non-accompanying family member was included on the original undertaking of the principal applicant, the visa office will confirm through the CPO-W that the support of the sponsor is still available. The period of sponsorship provided to the non-accompanying family member will be the same as that provided to the rest of the family and will begin when the family member arrives in Canada. If the sponsor no longer has adequate financial means or is otherwise unable or unwilling to fulfil the sponsorship commitment, and the principal applicant cannot support the non-accompanying family member, the application is likely to be refused unless another sponsor can be found.
Where a non-accompanying family member is not included on the original undertaking but is included on the principal applicant’s IMM 0008, the visa office will ask CPO-W to contact the sponsor before processing the principal applicant and accompanying family members to ensure that the sponsorship is extended to the non-accompanying family member listed on the IMM 0008. CPO-W will request the sponsoring group to submit an IMM 5618 (Request to Add Dependant(s) to a Private Sponsorship Undertaking) and the supporting documentation by a certain deadline to demonstrate their willingness and ability to support the entire family.

If CPO-W approves the request to add a dependant to an application, the IMM 5618 form will be added as an addendum to the sponsorship undertaking and the case will continue to be processed overseas. An updated undertaking is not required.

If the sponsoring group is not able to demonstrate their willingness or ability to provide support to the additional family member, they may be given an opportunity to locate a replacement sponsoring group. If a replacement sponsor is identified, the new sponsoring group would be required to submit a sponsorship undertaking for the entire family to CPO-W. The new undertaking replaces the first and the original group would no longer be considered the sponsor.

If the request to add a dependant to the application is refused and a replacement sponsor cannot be identified, the principal refugee’s application will likely be refused.

2.12 What is a de facto dependant?

A de facto dependant is a person considered by the refugee family to be an integral member of the family unit, but who does not meet CIC’s definition of a family member. For example, an elderly aunt who has always lived with the principal applicant may be a de facto dependant. Such individuals should be included in the sponsorship.

To be considered as a member of the family unit, such individuals must satisfy the visa officer that they are dependent on the family unit in which membership is claimed. The dependency may be emotional or economic and will often be a combination of the two. Such people would normally, but not exclusively, live with the principal applicant as members of the same household. Sponsors must submit a separate sponsorship undertaking for de facto dependants. They should, however, identify the name and date of birth of the principal applicant in the Multiple Undertakings section of the undertaking to ensure that de facto dependants and the rest of the family unit are processed concurrently. De facto dependants must be refugees in their own right and meet all statutory requirements. Where the de facto dependant does not qualify as a refugee in their own right, they may be eligible for humanitarian and compassionate consideration. Persons who form part of the family unit will be examined while keeping in mind the goal of keeping family units together.
De facto dependants must also complete separate applications. In addition, Schedule 2 of the overseas refugee application kit (IMM 6000) includes a section in which the principal applicant is asked to identify the de facto dependants who are co-applying.

For all visa office-referred cases and cases where the sponsor did not list de facto dependants identified by the principal applicant, visa officers will contact the CPO-W to ensure that sponsoring groups are prepared to assume responsibility for the settlement of the de facto dependants with the rest of the family unit.

De facto dependants are not eligible under the OYW as they do not meet the definition of family member described above.

Examples of persons who may qualify as de facto dependants:

- An unmarried adult daughter in cultures where it is normal for an unmarried adult daughter to remain dependent until she marries.
- A widowed sister or sister-in-law in a culture where it is normal for the applicant to take on responsibility for her care and sustenance when she has no other means of support.
- Nieces and nephews whose parents have been killed or are missing. In the case of nieces and nephews, sponsors must take into consideration the best interests of the child. To the extent possible, sponsors should work with appropriate authorities in that field to try to avoid any disputes with respect to custody or guardianship.
- Parents of any age living with the principal applicant and without other children with whom they could reside or without means of support other than the principal applicant.
- Elderly relatives who have lived with the principal applicant or who are solely, or for the most part, dependent on the applicant for care, shelter, etc.

Examples of persons who may not qualify as de facto dependants:

- A married sister living with the applicant, who has a husband residing in another known location, unless it is demonstrated to the visa officer that the sister cannot rely on her husband for support.
- A married daughter and her husband living with the principal applicant, unless they can demonstrate to the visa officer that they are completely dependent on the principal applicant for financial support.
- An elderly parent who normally lives with the principal applicant but who may reside with other children from time to time.
- A person who has been taking care of the principal applicant’s children and living in the household for an extended period (more than six months) but who is not without family of his or her own.
2.13 Addition of a dependant to an application

Sponsoring groups should be aware of all family members, accompanying or not, at the time of the original sponsorship application and they should include them on the sponsorship undertaking. However, instances can arise where a family member must be added to the application after it has been submitted to CPO-W but before the visa has been issued (for example, due to the birth of a child or a marriage).

The principal applicant or their sponsoring group in Canada must inform the responsible visa office of any changes to family configuration, including births, deaths and marriages. In cases where a dependant must be added to the principal refugee applicant’s application, and that application is still in process overseas, CPO-W will request the sponsoring group to submit an IMM 5618 (Request to Add Dependant(s) to a Private Sponsorship Undertaking) and the supporting documentation by a certain deadline to demonstrate their willingness and ability to support the entire family.

If CPO-W approves the request to add a dependant to an application, the IMM 5618 form will be added as an addendum to the sponsorship undertaking and the case will continue to be processed overseas. An updated undertaking is not required.

If the sponsoring group is not able to demonstrate their willingness or ability to provide support to the additional family member, they may be given an opportunity to locate a replacement sponsoring group. If a replacement sponsor is identified, the new sponsoring group would be required to submit a sponsorship undertaking for the entire family to CPO-W. The new undertaking replaces the first and the original group would no longer be considered the sponsor.

If the request to add a dependant to the application is refused and a replacement sponsor cannot be identified, the principal refugee’s application will likely be refused.

2.14 How does a group begin the sponsorship process?

Once a sponsoring group has been formed, it must obtain the appropriate CIC application kit, which may be ordered from the Call Centre or downloaded from the CIC website. The undertaking completed by the sponsor and the Application for Permanent Residence completed by the refugee must be submitted together with any other relevant documents to the CPO-W at:

Centralized Processing Office – Winnipeg
400 – 25 Forks Market Road
Winnipeg, MB
R3C 4S9

The sponsorship kit includes the program information and instructions on completing the following forms:
the undertaking to sponsor;
the settlement plan that outlines the settlement and financial arrangements in place to support the sponsored refugee;
the financial assessment forms for Groups of Five and Community Sponsors; and
the Document Checklist.

The Application for Permanent Residence kit includes:

- the Instruction Guide on how to complete the forms;
- the Application for Permanent Residence (Generic application form for Canada IMM 0008);
- the Additional Dependents/Declaration;
- the Schedule A—Background/Declaration;
- the Schedule 2—Refugees outside Canada;
- the Use of Representative form; and
- the Document Checklist.

2.15 IMM 6000 application kit

Refugee applicants are required to complete all relevant application forms contained in the IMM 6000 kit (Application for Permanent Residence in Canada: Convention Refugees Abroad and Humanitarian-Protected Persons Abroad). The IMM 6000 includes the IMM 0008, Schedule A, Schedule 2 and the Authorization to Release Information forms. Applicants are also expected to gather all supporting documentation required for their application. (Refer to the Checklist in Appendix A of the IMM 6000.)

The IMM 6000 may be obtained by contacting the Call Centre or downloading it from the CIC website. Only after a visa office has received an approved sponsorship undertaking and a complete Application for Permanent Residence form from the CPO-W is an interview with the applicant arranged.

For sponsor-referred cases, there are two methods by which the sponsorship undertaking and the Application for Permanent Residence in Canada may be submitted to CPO-W for processing:

1) The sponsoring groups send the IMM 6000 kit to the refugees they wish to sponsor. The refugee applicant completes the kit and returns it to the sponsor, along with supporting documents and photographs. The sponsor ensures that the forms have been completely filled and that no required information is missing, before submitting at the same time, the IMM 6000 forms, supporting documents, photographs and the sponsorship undertaking form to the CPO-W.

OR
2) The sponsoring groups send the completed sponsorship undertaking form to the refugees overseas they wish to sponsor. The refugee applicants send the completed IMM 6000 kit, along with supporting documents and photographs, together with the sponsorship undertaking form to the CPO-W.

The first submission method has the advantage of reducing the processing time overseas as well as providing sponsors with an opportunity to review the content and completeness of the refugee’s application before it is submitted.

**Supporting information**

Sponsoring groups may provide additional information to the visa office in support of the applicant’s need for protection. Information provided should generally be non-personal and written by organizations or individuals who are aware of the current situation in the country the applicant is fleeing or now residing in.

Examples of information that can help the visa officer in making a determination on the applicant’s need for protection include written accounts from individuals who have fled similar situations, recent media reports on the persecution of persons with similar attributes, and reports of government legislation affecting the status of refugees in countries of asylum. Supporting information must be directly relevant to the refugee’s need for protection.

Sponsoring groups are further encouraged to include their settlement plan for refugees who they feel may be considered difficult to settle. This is intended to inform the visa office that the sponsoring group is prepared to cope with any special needs the refugees may have.

If sponsoring groups wish to provide a Sponsorship Rationale, a separate sheet of paper may be attached to the application to provide additional information as to why:

- the principal refugee applicant is being referred for protection;
- resettlement is the only durable solution available to him/her; and
- Canada is the most logical choice as a destination.

This section can assist sponsors in screening their applications so that they can determine, to the best of their knowledge, whether the applicant meets one of the definitions of refugee. Ultimately, the final decision on whether an applicant is both eligible and admissible rests with the visa officer.

The submission of supporting information is optional and designed to help sponsors show why the person is in need of resettlement and what arrangements have been made in Canada to help the refugee settle.
2.16 How is the application processed?

The Centralized Processing Office in Winnipeg (CPO-W) is CIC’s contact point for information on processing and settlement issues pertaining to private group sponsorships. Upon receipt of a sponsorship application, the CPO-W will:

- review the sponsorship undertaking to ensure that it is complete and meets the eligibility requirements;
- review the Application for Permanent Residence (only for completeness);
- acknowledge receipt of the undertaking to the sponsoring group;
- inform the sponsoring group of any decisions related to the application;
- (for sponsor-referred cases) forward the approved undertaking and the completed application for permanent residence to the visa office responsible for the area where the refugee lives;
- (for all visa office-referred [VOR] and Joint Assistance Sponsorship cases) review, assess as well as process the sponsorship undertaking once received from the sponsor and forward a copy of the approved sponsorship undertaking to the Matching Centre; and
- provide the sponsoring group with processing updates.

Canadian visa offices process applications for permanent residence submitted by refugees living abroad. The visa offices work closely with international service providers who deal with refugees around the world and also maintain contact with the CPO-W. The visa office will:

- review the application for permanent residence and pre-screen for basic eligibility requirements;
- notify the sponsor when a selection decision has been made (see 2.17);
- conduct an interview to determine if the applicant is a member of the Convention Refugees Abroad Class or Country of Asylum Class;
- assess the applicant’s ability to establish in Canada;
- initiate medical, criminal and security checks and review the results to ensure the applicant is admissible to Canada;
- (for all VOR sponsorships) send a completed VOR referral form 1 to the Matching Centre so that the profile can be added to the online refugee profile directory;
- issue a loan for transportation and medical costs;
- issue a permanent resident visa when a positive final decision is made;
- make travel arrangements for the refugee in collaboration with the International Organization for Migration (if applicable);
- provide the refugee with orientation and travel information in collaboration with international service providers; and
- advise the Matching Centre of the date and place that the refugees will arrive in Canada.

The applicable local CIC office in Canada will:
• provide the sponsoring group with the names of agencies offering immigrant support services;
• register the refugees for the Interim Federal Health Program (IFHP); and
• monitor the settlement of the refugees after arrival.

2.17 How can I obtain information on my sponsorship?

Undertaking stage: the CPO-W will communicate with sponsors at two stages of processing:

1) An Acknowledgment of Receipt (AOR) letter will be sent to the sponsor once the application has been verified for completeness and the file is created. This letter will include the CIC file number (G number), which the sponsor can use to check the status of the application in the Electronic Client Application System (E-CAS). CPO-W will send the acknowledgment letter within 30 business days of receiving a complete application.

Incomplete applications will be returned to the party (either the sponsor or the refugee) that submitted it.

2) A confirmation of approval or refusal letter will be sent to the sponsor once an officer has reviewed the Sponsorship Undertaking and rendered a decision. This letter will include a link where sponsors can find processing times for their applications overseas.

Sponsorship groups may submit application status enquiries by emailing CPOW-BTCW@ic.gc.ca only when the:

• sponsoring undertaking is still under assessment in Canada; and
• information is not available on E-CAS.

Overseas application stage: Visa offices are required to send updates to sponsors at two stages of processing the overseas application:

1) when there is an approximate date for the selection interview; and

2) when the selection decision has been made (if negative, the refusal reasons will be provided; if positive, the update will include the average time to departure).

Sponsorship groups may submit a Case Specific Enquiry form to the responsible visa office to inquire on the status of the Application for Permanent Residence when:
• the application has been sent to the responsible visa office abroad (as indicated in E-CAS or via confirmation letter from CPO-W);
• the information is not available on E-CAS; and
• the estimated mission processing times have been exceeded.

**Visa officers will only respond to case status enquiries when estimated processing times have been exceeded and the information is not available in E-CAS.**

### 2.18 What are the refugee’s responsibilities?

**Application and admissibility requirements:** Refugees must complete the application forms contained in the IMM 6000 kit and gather all supporting documentation before sending the entire package back to either the sponsoring group or to the CPO-W, whichever option they choose (see 2.15). During their interview, they must provide accurate and complete information about their refugee claim and their circumstances in their country of asylum. If selected at the interview stage, the refugees must visit a Panel Physician to receive medical clearance for travel to Canada.

The visa office will provide applicants with instructions for the medical examination. The refugee applicants will also undergo and need to pass criminality and security checks. The refugee applicants may be required to produce supplemental documentation to finalize these checks.

**Medical costs and costs of travel to Canada:** Refugee applicants are responsible for the medical and travel costs for themselves and all dependent family members. Two loan options are available to refugees who are unable to cover these costs at the time of application:

1. transportation loan: to cover transportation costs up to and including arrival in Canada; and
2. admissibility loan: to cover the costs of overseas medical services.

**Settlement responsibilities:** The newly arrived refugee is expected to make every effort to become self-sufficient as soon as possible after arriving in Canada. This includes taking advantage of language classes as well as other settlement services and actively seeking employment.
2.19 When will the refugee arrive?

**Sponsor-referred cases:** Considerable time can pass between the time an application is made and the time the refugees arrive in Canada. The selection process for these refugees can fluctuate with the volume of applications received at the visa offices. Processing times in each visa office for the past 12 months are available online. Sponsors are encouraged to consult this link regularly to help them plan for the arrival of sponsored refugees.

**Blended VOR and other VOR cases:** These refugees are usually travel-ready by the time a match has been made with a private sponsorship group in Canada and usually arrive within one to four months after the CPO-W has approved the sponsorship.

The sponsoring group will generally receive a *Notification of Arrival Transmission* at least 10 business days before the refugee arrives in Canada.

2.20 Other useful information

**Coverage of health-care costs:** Depending on the province of destination, the waiting period for provincial health insurance coverage can be as much as 90 days for new permanent residents. However, in most jurisdictions, resettled refugees may be eligible from the day of arrival. Privately sponsored refugees should apply for provincial or territorial health insurance as soon as possible.

The Interim Federal Health Program (IFHP) provides limited, temporary health coverage for specific groups of people in Canada. The coverage is paid by CIC. The IFHP is a payer of last resort when the beneficiary has no access to any provincial or territorial health-care coverage or private health coverage for that service or product. Privately sponsored refugees who are not yet eligible for provincial or territorial health insurance may be covered by the IFHP for physician and hospital care during the waiting period.

Privately sponsored refugees may also be covered by the IFHP for vaccines and medications to protect public health or public safety for as long as they are under a private sponsorship. Those who also receive governmental resettlement assistance in the form of income support may be eligible for additional medications as well as other health-care products and services while they receive income support or while they are under private sponsorship. Details about the IFHP, including how to apply and the scope of coverage, can be found on the CIC website.

**Canada child tax benefit:** Most resettled refugee parents with children under the age of 18 qualify for a monthly payment to help them with the cost of raising their children. For more information or to obtain the application form for this benefit, applicants should contact the nearest tax services office, visit the Canada Revenue Agency website or call 1-800-387-1193 toll-free.
**Trust accounts:** Some groups establish trust accounts for the funds collected, raised or donated for the settlement of sponsored refugees. CIC neither promotes nor objects to the use of trust accounts. However, groups should use caution in ensuring that the funds in the account and all interest accrued are **used only for the direct settlement costs of the refugees** for whom the funds were collected. Groups must be able to account for all expenditures. To ensure this, the account can be registered in the name of the sponsoring group with a note specifying that the money is in trust for the sponsored refugee. For withdrawals, the account should require the signature of at least two group members.

**Permanent resident card:** Any new permanent resident to Canada will be issued a permanent resident (PR) card. These cards are valid for five years. Upon arrival in Canada, the newly arrived refugee will usually be asked to provide a mailing address in Canada to which the PR card will be sent.

A refugee who is not able to provide an address will be given an IMM 5456 (Address Notification—Permanent Resident Card). This form must be completed and faxed back to the PR Card Processing Centre at 1-902-564-7317.

Applicants can also submit their address to CIC in two other ways:

1. by calling the Call Centre at 1-888-242-2100 (toll-free); or
2. by using the [Online Address Update](#) service.

To avoid a $50 processing fee, the refugee’s permanent address in Canada must be provided to CIC within 180 days after entering Canada.

**Secondary migration and self-destination:** Sponsors are encouraged to maintain open lines of communication with both the refugee and the CPO-W throughout the sponsorship period.

It may happen that, at some point during the sponsorship period, the refugee either fails to establish in or decides to move out of the sponsor’s community. This is referred to as self-destination or secondary migration. If this happens to a group sponsoring under a Sponsorship Agreement Holder (SAH), the group is advised to discuss the situation with the SAH.

**Scenarios:**

- If the refugee is able to support himself or herself in the new community for the remainder of the sponsorship period, the sponsoring group has no further obligations.
- If the sponsoring group is willing to maintain the sponsorship from a distance, the group should notify the CPO-W of the refugee’s relocation and continue the sponsorship.
• If the sponsoring group wishes to transfer the sponsorship to another group in the new community or if the group is not willing or able to continue providing material assistance to the refugee in the new location, the CPO-W must be contacted immediately. (Note: If the former, the SAH is expected to make the initial contact with another sponsoring group.)

In a transfer of sponsorship, the new group signs a sponsorship undertaking for the remainder of the sponsorship period. The new undertaking replaces the first and the original group is no longer considered the sponsor. Where the sponsor has decided that it will not or cannot continue to support the refugee in the new community, the sponsorship is in danger of breakdown.

In this case, the local Citizenship and Immigration Centre, the sponsoring group (including the SAH if a Constituent Group is involved) and the refugee will meet to try to resolve the sponsorship breakdown and, if applicable, to ascertain responsibility. The three-way meeting will also address the ongoing needs of the refugee for the remainder of the sponsorship period and the capacity of the sponsor to support the refugee under the changed circumstances. Where there is no agreement on who is ultimately responsible for the breakdown, the local Citizenship and Immigration Centre makes the final determination. If the sponsor is found responsible, the group must continue to support the refugee in the new community. If it is not responsible, it is released from all further obligations.

It is important to remember that unless the local Citizenship and Immigration Centre issues a formal notice of sponsorship breakdown, (which effectively cancels the sponsorship undertaking) sponsored refugees are not entitled to obtain income support through provincial or municipal social assistance programs or the Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP) during the sponsorship period (normally 12 months). Furthermore, sponsoring groups may, under certain circumstances, be liable for reimbursing the government concerned for income support issued to refugees under the group’s sponsorship. For more information on sponsorship breakdown, consult Chapter 3 of CIC’s in-Canada processing manual (IP 3) or the Sponsorship Agreement, both of which are available on the CIC website.

**Sponsorship Withdrawals**

Sponsorship withdrawal is the cancellation of a sponsorship undertaking before the permanent residence visa has been issued. It is the last option when all other attempts to fulfil the conditions of the sponsorship have failed or when situations have changed.

Sponsoring groups may not withdraw an undertaking after a visa has been issued. In such cases, sponsorship dispute and breakdown protocols would be initiated following the applicant’s arrival in Canada.

Sponsorship withdrawal requests must be sent to the CPO-W and must include the reason(s) for requesting a withdrawal.
The CPO-W will assess whether the reason for requesting the withdrawal is acceptable or unacceptable.

In cases of withdrawal, sponsors are expected to locate a new sponsoring group if feasible. Examples of where it is not feasible to locate a new sponsorship group include:

- the refugee having found another durable solution;
- new personal information being gained about the refugee that makes the sponsorship no longer viable; or
- the refugee having made no contact with the visa office to return requested information or to respond to subsequent efforts by the visa office to contact the refugee.

In cases where a sponsor is still required, the original sponsor must inform CPO-W in writing, whether or not a new sponsorship group could be located. If a new sponsorship group could not be located, the refugee’s application will likely be refused.

Requests for withdrawal that are determined to be unacceptable may have negative consequences on future sponsorship activities of the organization. Depending on the circumstances and reasons for the withdrawal, sponsorship agreements can be either suspended or cancelled. Withdrawals that are determined not to have been the fault of the SAH will not result in suspension or cancellation of the Sponsorship Agreement.

For more information on sponsorship withdrawal, consult Chapter 3 of CIC’s in-Canada processing manual (IP 3) or the Sponsorship Agreement, both of which are available on the CIC website.
3. Additional sponsorship opportunities

3.1 Blended Visa Office-Referred Program

The Blended Visa Office-Referred (VOR) Program matches refugees referred for resettlement by the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) with private sponsors in Canada. CIC, in consultation with the Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH) community, will identify the specific populations that can be sponsored through the Blended VOR Program.

The goal is to engage in a three-way partnership among the Government of Canada, the UNHCR and private sponsors who are SAHs.

Under the Blended VOR Program, the Government of Canada will provide up to six months of income support through the Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP), while private sponsors will provide another six months of financial support, start-up costs and up to a year of social and emotional support.

To be eligible to sponsor a refugee under this program, you must be:
- a SAH; or
- a constituent group authorized to sponsor refugees under the agreement held by a SAH.

To choose a Blended VOR refugee to sponsor, the SAH can review refugee profiles online.

SAHs should review the profiles carefully to ensure their sponsoring group and community will be able to meet the needs of the refugee(s). If a profile indicates existing family or friends in Canada, it is recommended that only sponsoring groups in that community sponsor the case. Other things to look for in a profile:

- Is the refugee(s) from an ethnocultural background that is already established in your community? Is there reasonably priced housing to accommodate the family size?
- Does your community have the necessary support services such as medical facilities, trauma counselling, language training, etc.?
- Are there employment opportunities in your community?
- Is there any other pertinent information?

When a sponsor is interested in a profile, they can request a more detailed profile from the Matching Centre by emailing matching-centre@cic.gc.ca and copying the Refugee Sponsorship Training Program (info@rstp.ca). The following information should be included in the request:
- sponsoring group name;
- contact information (including contact name and telephone number); and
- profile number(s) of interest.
If a group decides to sponsor a refugee, they must send an email to the Matching Centre (matching-centre@cic.gc.ca) and copy the Refugee Sponsorship Training Program (info@rstp.ca). The Matching Centre will give the sponsor the necessary information to fill out the Undertaking/Application to Sponsor (IMM 5373).

Case profiles will remain on the secure website for approximately three months. After three months, the profile may be removed from the website and referred back to the visa office for further processing as a Government Assisted Refugee. If there is sponsor interest but no sponsorship confirmation, the case posting will be extended until a decision is made by the sponsor.

Sponsors should also keep in mind that only cases from specific populations identified by CIC will be available for sponsorship through the Blended VOR Program. Sponsors interested in cases from amongst these populations should, in addition to checking the VOR website, let their interest be known to Refugee Sponsorship Training Program to help with matching cases as they become available.

### 3.2 Other Visa Office-Referred Program

Sponsoring groups are still able to sponsor Visa Office-Referred (VOR) refugees from populations other than those identified under the Blended VOR Program; however, the Government of Canada does not provide income support to assist with these sponsorships.

To request a profile from the Matching Centre:

- Read the Request for a Refugee Profile instruction guide to learn how to fill out the form and learn about the matching process;
- Fill out the form Request for a Refugee Profile (IMM 5438); and
- Send the completed form by email to matching-centre@cic.gc.ca.

Sponsoring groups should be aware that CIC is focusing its efforts on the Blended VOR Program. As such, it will be more difficult to find a suitable VOR case outside of that program particularly if the profile request is very specific. Requests for VOR cases that fall outside populations where Canada is resettling Government Assisted Refugees will not be able to be matched.

**If the visa office is able to locate a potential match**, they will submit the case to the Matching Centre, which will create a VOR Profile and send it to the potential sponsor.

Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH) should review the profile carefully to ensure their sponsoring group and community will be able to meet the needs of the refugee(s). Other things to look for in a profile:
- Is the refugee(s) from an ethnocultural background that is already established in your community?
- Is there reasonably priced housing to accommodate the family size?
- Does your community have the necessary support services such as medical facilities, trauma counselling, language training, etc.?
- Are there employment opportunities in your community?
- Is there any other pertinent information?

If the sponsoring group decides not to sponsor the refugee, the case will be referred back to the visa office for further processing.

In the event that no VOR cases are available to match the Request for a Refugee Profile (IMM 5438), the Matching Centre will notify the requesting SAH that there may be a waiting period until a case is available or will discuss the option of sponsoring a case through the Blended VOR Program, if possible.

When you decide to sponsor a case

Send an email to the Matching Centre (matching-centre@ cic.gc.ca) and copy the Refugee Sponsorship Training Program (info@rstp.ca).

The Matching Centre will give you the necessary information to fill out the Undertaking/Application to Sponsor (IMM 5373).

3.3 Joint Assistance Sponsorship

Joint Assistance Sponsorship (JAS) is a program that enables Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH) and their Constituent Groups (CG) to partner with CIC in the resettlement of refugees who are identified as having special needs. These refugees often require more than the standard 12 months of government-funded income support to establish successfully in Canada. Consequently, JAS cases are matched with a private sponsor in addition to receiving income support from the Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP). Under the JAS program, government assistance and private sponsorship are offered for up to 24 months. In exceptional cases, the private sponsorship component can be extended up to 36 months.

The division of responsibilities is such that CIC provides financial assistance to cover the cost of food, shelter, clothing and essential household goods, while the sponsor provides orientation, settlement assistance and emotional support.

In order to be eligible for a JAS, the refugee:
• must be a member of the Convention Refugees Abroad Class or the Country of Asylum Class;
• must have a greater need of settlement assistance than other GARs because of exceptional resettlement needs, such as one or more of the following:
  o physical or mental disability, which could require treatment in Canada;
  o unusual family configuration such as single-parent families with several young children or families consisting only of siblings, one or more of whom has assumed parental responsibilities;
  o separated minors;
  o elderly persons; or
  o other special needs identified by the visa office.

JAS cases do not require that sponsoring groups have the same financial capacity as regular private sponsorship cases; however, these cases often require considerable dedication in terms of time and effort in helping the newcomers get established. Sponsors interested in JAS sponsorship should be aware that their community must be able to offer the services required by the applicant’s special needs for it to be considered a suitable destination. Only SAHs and their CGs are eligible to participate in JAS sponsorships. Groups of Five and Community Sponsors are not eligible to be sponsors of JAS cases.

JAS profiles on the website: To assist sponsors in selecting cases, visa offices refer JAS cases to the Matching Centre. Profiles of these cases are then placed on a secure website that is accessible to SAHs. These refugees have already been interviewed and determined to be eligible for Canada’s resettlement program. The majority of these cases are ready to depart (travel-ready) for Canada within months of a sponsorship undertaking being made on their behalf.

To sponsor a JAS case, a sponsoring group should complete a Request for a Joint Assistance Sponsorship Refugee Profile (IMM 5504) and submit it to the SAH. The SAH will check the secure website for suitable profiles and provide them to the group for consideration. The sponsor may request a more detailed profile from the Matching Centre when the group is interested in a particular case. A sponsoring group wishing to sponsor a JAS case must complete an Undertaking/Application for a Joint Assistance Sponsorship (IMM 1324) and submit it to the CPO-W with an approval letter from the SAH. (New SAHs must also include their settlement plan.)

If no suitable JAS profile is found on the website, the sponsor or SAH should send the Request for a Joint Assistance Sponsorship Refugee Profile to the Matching Centre. One of the functions of the Matching Centre is to manage an inventory of refugee profile requests from sponsoring groups. The Request for a Joint Assistance Sponsorship Refugee Profile will be added to the inventory until a suitable match is made. When the Matching Centre locates a possible match, it will refer the refugee’s case profile to the SAH and the sponsoring group that submitted the profile request. The SAH and sponsor should review the profile and notify the Matching Centre as soon as possible as to
whether or not it will undertake the sponsorship. While the profile is being reviewed, it will remain on the secure website until the sponsoring group has made its decision.

If another sponsoring group expresses interest in a profile under active consideration by another group, the profile information will be provided, but the fact that another group is also considering the case will be noted. In all cases, the sponsoring group should consult the Matching Centre before signing any JAS undertakings to ensure that the profile is still available.

This process would apply to visa office-referred (VOR) profiles on the website as well.

**Making contact with the refugee:** Once a group has been accepted to sponsor a refugee under the JAS program, it is suggested that, where possible, the sponsoring group should establish contact with the refugee prior to his or her departure for Canada. Establishing early communication helps both refugee and sponsor to understand what they can expect from each other. The first correspondence should introduce the group and explain its role in welcoming the refugee to Canada. The profile of the refugee will indicate the level of English or French the individual understands. Correspondence may need to be translated into the refugee’s language before being sent to the refugee.

### 3.4 Women at Risk program

The Women at Risk (AWR) program is for women who do not have the normal protection of a family unit and who find themselves in precarious situations where the local authorities cannot ensure their safety. This includes women who are experiencing significant difficulties, such as harassment by local authorities or members of their own communities.

Some women may need immediate protection while others are in permanently unstable circumstances that allow for no other remedy. The persecution or harassment they are experiencing may be solely gender-based. While applicants must qualify as Convention Refugees Abroad or members of the Country of Asylum classes, they may not fully meet the requirement to demonstrate an ability to establish themselves in Canada in the short or medium term.

AWR cases considered to be either in urgent need of protection or vulnerable are exempt from the regulatory requirement to establish successfully.

In many cases, women eligible under the AWR program will require a Joint Assistance Sponsorship (JAS) as outlined above. There may be situations, however, where the person is eligible under the program but does not qualify for a JAS.
AWR should be counselled that it will not be possible in the future to sponsor a previously undeclared spouse under the Family Class program. Undeclared spouses will also not be eligible for resettlement under the One-Year Window. See section 2.10.

3.5 Urgent Protection Program

The Urgent Protection Program (UPP) was developed to enable Canada to respond to requests by referral organizations, such as the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), to provide rapid resettlement for refugees in urgent need of protection. Members of the Convention Refugees Abroad or Humanitarian Protected Persons Abroad classes who qualify for resettlement and are in need of urgent protection because of immediate threats to life, liberty or physical well-being are resettled on the expedited basis required by their particular circumstances. Where there is no other way to guarantee the security of the person concerned, resettlement is the best and often the only protection response.

The UNHCR or another recognized referral organization will refer UPP cases to Canadian visa offices abroad. Thereafter, a decision to resettle the refugee is made within 24–48 hours. CIC tries to ensure that these cases are en route to Canada within three to five days of referral to the mission or, given local challenges, as soon as possible. Where CIC is unable to provide immediate protection, the referral organization is notified so that resettlement to another country may be considered.

For privately sponsored refugees who are in urgent need of protection, the applicant must present himself/herself to the UNHCR for an assessment. It is the mandate of the UNHCR or other designated referral agency to provide protection in the country of refuge. Should the UNHCR find the applicant to be in need of urgent protection, it will advise the visa office, which will proceed as above.

Refugees who are eligible may include but are not limited to:

- those who are under threat of refoulement, expulsion, prolonged arbitrary detention or extra-judicial execution; or
- those who are facing a real, direct threat to their physical safety, which could result in their being killed or subjected to abduction, rape, sexual abuse, violence or torture.

UPP cases are designated as Government Assisted Refugees and some may be identified as Joint Assistance Sponsorship cases. Where urgent protection cases require a sponsor, but one has not been identified before their departure, the refugees will be sent to cities with reception centres and where a sponsor is likely to be found. They will remain in the reception centres for counselling and orientation while waiting to be matched with a private sponsoring group. When a sponsor is identified, UPP cases will be sent to their final destination. If the refugee is matched with a sponsor prior to
departure for Canada, the refugee will go directly to the sponsor’s community. If refugees have family in Canada, efforts will be made to ensure that they are sent to their family’s community.
4. Where do I send information and where should I go for information?

PSR applications should be sent to:

Centralized Processing Office – Winnipeg
400 – 25 Forks Market Road
Winnipeg, MB
R3C 4S9
CPOW-BTCW@cic.gc.ca

For additional assistance:

Check current estimated processing times

- [Processing times for PSR applications](#)

Check on your application status

- [E-CAS](#)

Obtain case status updates on files

- In Canada – [Email](#) the Centralized Processing Office – Winnipeg
- Outside Canada – [contact the visa office responsible for your country](#) (only after estimated processing times have passed)

Sponsorship withdrawals and One-Year Window requests

- [Email](#) the Centralized Processing Office – Winnipeg

Provide information on changes in organization or updated contact information for Groups of Five or Community Sponsors

- Submit changes to organization’s address by using a [case specific enquiry](#).
  (Groups of Five and Community sponsors only)

**Note:** Be sure to select “sponsor” in the drop down menu for relationship to applicant, and select “change of address” in the drop down menu for application type.
To provide updated applicant contact information or case information or to add a dependant to an application

- **Contact the visa office responsible for your country** - Sponsorship group representatives should provide a signed copy of the **IMM 5476 Use of a Representative** form if one was not already included with your application.

For matters on Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH) sponsorship agreements, annual reports and allocations, or to provide updated SAH contact information

- **Contact the CIC National Headquarters**

For information on visa office-referred and Joint Assistance Sponsorship matches

- General information or to indicate interest in a refugee profile, contact the **Refugee Sponsorship Training Program**
- For additional information on a particular profile, **email the Matching Centre**

**NOTE:** As of June 1, 2012, CIC offices now offer in-person services by appointment only. You can request an appointment by emailing: question@cic.gc.ca.

Provide your name and client identifier when submitting an email.
Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAHs)

A Sponsorship Agreement Holder (SAH) is an organization that has an agreement with the Government of Canada, permitting them to resettle refugees through the Private Sponsorship of Refugees (PSR) Program. This agreement is a legal agreement between a corporation and the Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism. When it is signed, the organization accepts the legal responsibility for all sponsorships it signs directly, as well as those it authorizes its constituent groups to sign. Agreements can specify an expiration date and limit the number of individuals who can be sponsored.

Currently, there are 82 SAHs across Canada. While they vary in composition, type and organizational structure, the responsibilities of each SAH are generally the same. SAHs are responsible for managing sponsorships under their agreement and have the prerogative to identify refugees who they would like to sponsor. More information about the identification of specific refugees or refugee families in need of resettlement is provided in Chapter 3.

SAHs can also authorize Constituent Groups (CGs) to sponsor under their agreement. The SAH is responsible for assessing the feasibility of a sponsorship, both in terms of the refugees’ eligibility and a group’s ability to carry out the sponsorship. Each SAH has its own procedures for assessing and approving potential sponsorships. SAHs are also responsible for the training, advising, assisting, monitoring and information-sharing of their CGs. A SAH may have many CGs across Canada, only a few in a specific region or area, or none at all.

Constituent Groups (CGs)

A Constituent Group (CG) is a group that sponsors refugees on behalf of a SAH. If your group is sponsoring with a Sponsorship Agreement Holder (SAH), the first step is to contact your SAH representative to find out more about the process in their organization. Each SAH has its own process of recognizing sponsoring groups or Constituent Groups.

While each SAH sets its own criteria for recognizing CGs, CGs must be:
- authorized, in writing, by the SAH to act on its behalf as sponsors of refugees;
- located in the community where the refugee is expected to settle; and
- be managed under the SAH.
The SAH bears the legal responsibility for all sponsorships submitted under its agreement. Given the legal responsibilities of the SAH for the activities of its sponsoring groups, and taking into account some of the liability considerations, SAHs must clearly define who is eligible to be a Constituent Group. CGs may or may not already be members of the SAH. As the animators of the sponsorship itself, the main role of a CG is to provide support for the newcomers during their first year in Canada. This includes preparing to receive the refugees.

If your group is interested in sponsoring, you can begin by contacting your SAH who will provide you with the required forms or instructions, and advise you on the criteria and the process. Your SAH will be a useful source of information and advice throughout the application process and the sponsorship period.

Parties to a Sponsorship

A SAH may choose to authorize a Constituent Group and/or a cosponsor individual or organization or choose to work alone on a private sponsorship case. Where settlement responsibilities are shared through a sponsorship partnership between SAH, CG and/or cosponsor, in case of a sponsorship breakdown or default by the CG and/or the cosponsor, the SAH is ultimately responsible to ensure that the conditions of the sponsorship undertaking are met. Failure to do so may result in a default being declared against the SAH and the cancellation of their agreement. For this reason, all partners to a sponsorship should keep in touch throughout the application process and the sponsorship period to ensure that concerns that arise can be addressed and to avoid breakdown or default.
Responsibilities

OVERVIEW OF SPONSORSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES

As any other human endeavor, refugee sponsorship entails a number of moral, financial and legal responsibilities in relation to the refugees sponsored, CIC and other parties. Broadly speaking, the responsibilities of a sponsoring group can be categorized into two: responsibilities that should be carried out before the arrival of refugees and responsibilities that should be implemented after the arrival of refugees.

Each duty requires a sponsoring group to perform an action or a set of actions or activities that result in positive sponsorship outcomes and/or experiences. Below are the main duties under these broad categories.

**PRE-ARRIVAL DUTIES**

Sponsoring groups are expected to carry out the following duties in relation to refugees they are sponsoring and CIC:

**Prescreening Refugee Sponsorship Inquiries**

To avoid rejection and raising false hopes and to save precious time and resources of CIC and the group, sponsoring groups have a duty to pre-screen refugee sponsorship inquiries. Sponsors should only submit cases that meet the legal requirements of the Private Sponsorship Of Refugee Sponsorship Program.

**Submitting Fully And Correctly Completed Refugee Sponsorship Applications**

To avoid return of an application and save precious time and resource, sponsors are expected to properly and fully complete all sponsorship applications forms and include all required documents before submitting the application to CPO-W.

**Maintaining Contact With Refugee Applicants And Updating Them With About Any Progress**

Being in contact with the refugee applicant throughout the process allows sponsors to share information and updates with them. It also enables the sponsoring group and refugee applicant to keep the visa office and the CPO-W posted about any important changes.

**Updating CIC About Any Changes In Family Composition**

To ensure that the family unit remains intact, sponsors need to update and ensure that refugee applicants inform the visa office and CPO-W office about any changes in the family composition of the applicant. Failure to declare changes such as a new baby or spouse on time can result in permanent separation of families.

**If Applicable, Ensuring Refugees Are Aware Of Their Interview And Appear For The Interview**

If the sponsoring group is aware of the interview date, it should notify the refugee applicant as soon as possible and verify that the applicant is aware of the interview date, place and other details about the interview. The group should not assume that the refugee applicant will be informed of the interview day.

To avoid a "no show" at the time of the interview, sponsors may need to make phone calls, send emails, letters, fax or other communication through relatives, family, NGOs, UNHCR or other bodies to ensure that the refugee applicants are aware of the interview and come prepared.

**Preparing Refugees For An Interview**

**POST-ARRIVAL DUTIES**

The sponsoring group has a set of responsibilities related to meeting the basic settlement needs of sponsored refugees upon their arrival in Canada. These duties are:

**Lodging**

Provide suitable accommodation, basic furniture, and other household essentials.

**Care**

Provide food, clothing, local transportation costs and other basic necessities of life.

**Settlement Assistance and Support**

Assist in the completion of required forms including health insurance, social insurance, child tax benefits registrations, etc.; opening a bank account; facilitating access to English or French language classes; understand the rights and responsibilities of permanent residents; facilitating access to employment; facilitating access to community support groups, settlement services, and other resources in the community; registering children in school and facilitating access with the school system; locating and assisting in accessing a family physician and dentist; and supporting empowerment and independence.

**Monitoring**

For those sponsoring groups that work with co-sponsors and constituent groups or other subsidiary bodies, monitoring and ensuring that settlement needs are met are important responsibilities.

Any sponsoring group should either fully implement the settlement plan itself or ensure that those who are sponsoring under its auspices are properly implementing the settlement plan.
Assisting the refugee applicant with preparing for the interview is an important task that sponsoring group should try to do. If possible, doing practice interviews through phone or Skype or other means of communication will go a long way to assist the refugees prepare for the interview especially if there are no language barriers or if interpreters are available to help. If that is not possible, sending an interview instruction guide such as RSTP’s Guide for Preparation to an Interview, which is translated into the most popular refugee languages, will assist refugees to prepare for the interview.

Working Jointly With Refugee Applicants To Avoid Any Delay Or Complication In The Sponsorship Process

The sponsoring group should work with the refugee applicant to ensure that the sponsorship process goes smoothly. This may include attending to email and letters communication that are sent by the visa post or CPO-W office such as requests to submit additional document or update the completed forms or re-doing the applications forms.

Updating CIC with any changes in the financial or other conditions of the sponsoring groups

If there are any changes in the financial, human resources or other aspects of the sponsoring group which will negatively impact the capacity of the groups to carry out its sponsorship responsibilities, the group should let CIC know. Ideally, the group would recruit new volunteers and reconstitute its resettlement committee or fund-raise to collect the required financial resources that will enable it to continue with the sponsorship process. If this is not possible, the group should let CIC know and perhaps withdraw the submitted sponsorship application.

Reception

Meet the refugee upon arrival at the airport and welcome them in the community; provide orientation to the new neighbourhood and life in Canada.
Refugee Sponsorship: Financial Guidelines

Sponsoring Refugees: A Charitable Act

The Sponsorship Agreement, which The Canadian Baptists of Western Canada (CBWC) has signed with the Government of Canada, clearly states that the Sponsorship Agreement Holder (The CBWC) and its constituent groups (Baptist Churches) will not profit financially through the sponsorship of refugees. The church responds to God’s call for justice when it meets a refugee’s need for protection or a durable solution with the commitment of private refugee sponsorship.

Congregations cannot charge fees, expect contributions, or demand or accept repayment from refugees for the act of private sponsorship. Privately sponsored refugees have no legal obligations and cannot be made to enter into a legal obligation or to prepay or repay their sponsors for lodging, care, and settlement assistance. The refugee’s relatives in Canada or abroad may contribute funds to the resettlement, but they must not expect reimbursement (financially or in kind) for doing so from the sponsored refugee.

Basic Commitment

When submitting a private refugee sponsorship, congregations commit to having sufficient resources to support the privately sponsored refugee(s) for the period determined in the undertaking (contract), normally 12 months. Submitting the sponsorship undertaking means the congregation is legally responsible for the financial and moral support of the refugee(s). Submitting a co-sponsorship commits the co-signers to shared responsibility for the sponsorship.

Depending on the type of sponsorship, you may have several months (Visa Referred) to several years (Sponsor Referred) to compile the funds. The level of support sponsors are expected to provide is equal to that of the prevailing rates for provincial/municipal or social assistance in the community the refugee is expected to settle in. However, the sponsor may find that additional funding is needed for accommodation or health and dental care. When possible, it is advisable that sponsors equip and encourage privately sponsored refugees to manage their own budget.

Ensuring Charitable Status of Donations

The Canada Revenue Agency advises that a congregation can use its registered charity tax number to give receipts for donations to its refugee support fund, provided the church board has decided that refugee sponsorship is a mission of the congregation. The refugee fund therefore operates as a benevolent fund.

Congregation and community members may support the refugee fund if the following steps are followed:

1. The board by formal motion must endorse or affirm that “refugee sponsorship is a mission of the congregation.”
Refugee Sponsorship: Financial Guidelines

- Use the term “refugee sponsorship.” This is a broader commitment than support to specifically named refugees.
- The motion can indicate that sponsorship depends on a specified amount of money being raised.

2. The board must designate a budget line for refugee sponsorship and must oversee the distribution of refugee sponsorship funds. All money must be accounted for and transactions recorded.

The total sponsorship costs may be reduced through the donation of “in-kind” goods, which can include accommodation, furniture, and clothing. Such donations, when their value is independently and objectively verified, may be eligible to be recognized with charitable tax receipts.

Trust Funds

The sponsoring congregation may establish a trust fund (a segregated bank account where the funds are for a designated purpose). A donor to the trust fund can be an individual, a group, or an organization, but not the privately sponsored refugee or funds acquired from the refugee. The individual rights and obligations of the sponsor, trustee, and donor are set out in three different sources: provincial law, common law principles related to the law of trusts, and the Trust Deed, which is drafted by the donor to establish the terms of the trust.

The sponsor is responsible for ensuring that the terms of the trust fund, including the respective rights and obligations, conform to the laws of the province in which the deed is registered.

The Trust Deed must clearly outline the terms of the trust fund, which include the identity of the beneficiary, when and how funds will be disbursed, and the outcome of the funds should the beneficiary not arrive in Canada. The deed should also stipulate whether the trust fund is for a specific privately sponsored refugee (PSR) or is a general charitable trust fund for the sponsorship of any PSR.

In the event that the refugee is not accepted for resettlement in Canada, funds held in trust to sponsor that refugee, including all accumulated interest, must be returned to the donor.

Sponsor’s Financial Obligations

Sponsors are only responsible for financial obligations they have agreed to in the sponsorship undertaking. They are not liable for debts the refugee incurs in Canada or before coming to Canada (e.g., travel loans). It is not advisable to send funds abroad to support refugees you hope to sponsor. Such support creates very unrealistic expectations.

In Canada, an exception might arise if a sponsor is approached to co-sign a rental lease; this may be needed until the newcomer establishes his or her own credit rating.
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Meeting CRA Rules around Benevolence

Normally, CRA regulations prohibit charities from directing funds to individuals. However, in the case of refugees, the sponsor is contributing to a public good mandated by the federal government. The government wants charities and other groups to sponsor refugees and has the goal of supporting refugees to become financially self-supporting. Therefore, directing funds to individuals and families supports this goal and is permitted.

Privately Sponsored Refugees’ Financial Obligations

The standards for using personal funds and income revenue that apply to government-assisted refugees, described in Immigration and Refugee Protection Act Regulations (chapter 1P3), may be applied to privately sponsored refugees who arrive with personal funds or begin to generate income or receive entitlements after they arrive, unless the sponsor chooses to maintain a higher level of income support.

Privately sponsored refugees with financial resources should contribute to their basic financial support. Those who have financial resources retain the right to manage their own finances and MUST NOT submit their funds to their sponsors to manage.
Basic Steps to Start a Refugee Sponsorship Ministry

This comes out of my conversation with the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA). The four pillars of Charitable activities are:

a) The advancement of Religion,
b) The advancement of Education,
c) The Relief of Poverty, and
d) Other purposes of general benefit to the community which are charitable in nature.

These four pillars should be in your bylaws in some form. For our purposes; the ‘relief of poverty’ is the key for refugee sponsorship. If it is not in the bylaws, I would suggest your Council/Board approve a motion to go to your next qualifying church meeting to have it enacted as an important part of your ministry. Even without this in your bylaws you can still move forward with refugee sponsorship.

According to the Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAH) Secretariat in order to comply with CRA your church congregation will need to formally approve the support of helping a refugee family. Doing this enables you to set up a line on the books called “Refugee Sponsorship Fund” and enables you to offer tax deductible receipts.

Sample Motion: I move that refugee sponsorship is a mission of ____________Baptist Church
I move to establish a “Refugee Sponsorship Fund”

The next step would be to contact Rod Olson at the CBWC. The CBWC has signed the legal Sponsorship Agreement with Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) now Citizenship, Immigration and Refugees Canada (CIRC) meaning that the federal government recognizes the CBWC for nearly 40 years as an expert in this field. We have had countless churches sponsor refugees since the time of the “boat people” in the late 70’s.

I recommend that the church set up a Trust account to handle the incoming funds. Since the church has the power to support the relief of poverty, it can receive and pay out monies. It can also issue tax receipts for the donations. I also suggest when seeking donations, you advise the congregation that if funding is over budget, that Council has the right to determine where the excess goes; and if underfunded, where the money comes from. The church needs to understand that upon agreeing and signing to support a refugee family; this is a legal document and they have to come up with the funds.

CRA is also very empathetic that any payments made on behalf of the family for accommodation, food, clothing, transportation, etc. should be paid by the church to the landlord, the Grocery store or other stores as required. CRA’s take is that trust is important. All money must be accounted for and transactions recorded. The Refugee Assistance Program (RAP) will act as a guide.

This also means that church members will need to be available to help them with shopping, which means driving them around.

The CBWC can also provide a letter to the church that explains that the church is operating under the CBWC, Sponsorship Agreement with the Government, in case the church gets asked about this.
Admissibility depends upon the additional support of sponsor.

People should have special needs: need longer to integrate in the society.
  - Large number of family members
  - Traumas
  - Medical disability
  - Systemic discrimination

The government provides ALL the financial assistance.

The sponsor group should play the role of the community and proved the emotional support.

Visa offices overseas designate JAS.

Assistance is given for 24 months usually, in some cases it is given for 36 months.

Visa offices send JAS cases to CIC matching centre.

Profile cases are provided on secure web that is accessible to: SAH’s, CPO-W and CIC local offices.

If there is no match with a certain time, profile will be removed.

Groups can fill a request (IMM 5504), send it to CIC, if they were able to match a family, they refer it to one of the SAH’s.

Arrival will take place within 12 days of approval by CIC.

Process:
  - Completed application forms should be sent to CPO-W
  - CPO-W will process the application and send a letter of acknowledgement to the group.
  - Groups will receive a letter from CPO-W with a file #
  - CIC notifies the group with arrival information.

CIC role:
  - Financial assistance
  - One-time payment (at the airport): clothing, housing, staple, furniture.
  - Interim Federal Health (IFH)
  - Access to loans: rent and telephones
  - Transportation
  - Settlement support through agencies.

Sponsoring group role:
  - Orientation: rights and responsibility.
  - Assistance for Access to everything
  - NOT responsible for repaying loans.

Resettlement Assistance Program (RAS)
  - The initial cheque will be issued by the CIC RAP Counsellor to the client in person.
  - This cheque includes non-repayable allowances.
  - an assistance loan

If there is any change in the client’s situation during the sponsorship period, a new assessment of the needs and means is necessary.
## Blended Visa Office Referred Cost Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Size</th>
<th>Start-up costs</th>
<th>6 months of income support</th>
<th>Income support per month</th>
<th>Total Settlement Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>4,900</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>7,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>8,400</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>12,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5,300</td>
<td>8,850</td>
<td>1,475</td>
<td>14,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7,200</td>
<td>11,250</td>
<td>1,875</td>
<td>18,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>12,250</td>
<td>2,042</td>
<td>20,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>13,025</td>
<td>2,171</td>
<td>22,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>13,800</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>23,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>14,575</td>
<td>2,429</td>
<td>25,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>16,125</td>
<td>2,688</td>
<td>28,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>16,900</td>
<td>2,817</td>
<td>29,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>17,675</td>
<td>2,946</td>
<td>31,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>18,450</td>
<td>3,075</td>
<td>33,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>19,225</td>
<td>3,204</td>
<td>35,225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: Costs can be drastically reduced with in-kind donations, especially of shelter, furniture and household items. It may be more expensive to settle a large family with multiple undertakings because it may require the financial amount required for each undertaking added together rather than just additional family members. However, with a shared living situation the costs are likely closer to having additional family members.*
Annex B - Start-Up Costs

The following information describes some of the various needs that are considered when CIC establishes the amount for the initial start-up cheque. Individual start-up costs with established maximums:

**Clothing:** a one-time basic clothing allowance is provided.

- $325 per adult
- $250 per dependent child

**Winter Clothing:** winter coat, winter boots, mittens, scarf, snow pants for children, etc.

- $175 per adult
- $125 per dependent child

**Basic Household Needs Allowance:** Suggested items include: beds, table and chairs, bed linens, basic window coverings and common household products such as kitchen utensils, pots, pans, brooms, mops, detergents and cleansers.

The following maximum allowance rates apply:

- Per single without accompanying dependants $1,330
- Per single plus one (1) dependant $2,340
- Per single plus two (2) dependants $2,665
- Per couple without accompanying dependants $1,960
- Per couple plus one (1) accompanying dependant $2,455
- Per couple plus two (2) accompanying dependants $2,945
- Per couple plus three (3) accompanying dependants $3,515
- For each additional dependant $350

**Food Staples:** flour, sugar, rice, spices and condiments, etc.

- $175 for the first person in each household
- $75 for each additional dependant (no maximum)

**School Start-Up allowance:** an allowance of $150 for school-age children and young adults attending K-13, between the ages of 4-18 to defray costs for school supplies, activity fees, gym clothing, etc.
Study Questions

For

A Christian Response to the World’s Refugees

Recall the story of your ancestors. Who among them have been immigrants or refugees? How might this awareness influence your attitudes or actions toward others?

Does our value of stability, rootedness and security make it difficult to welcome refugees with love and respect?

Are there “messages” in the media, government policy and society in general that reinforce this difficulty in welcoming people who are refugees or from other countries?

Where is “home” for you? What are the elements that make it so?

Do you have other kinds of “homes” in your life? If so, what/where are they?

In what way(s) can the Christian community be a “home-maker” for others? What might your role be in this?

“It is not governments or regimes, war or terrorists that define our world.” What does define our world?

Think of a time when you were a stranger and experienced welcome. Can you share these stories?

How might you be more intentional about practising hospitality?

Have you had experiences where you have “encountered Christ as you welcomed a stranger”?

This material is intended for workshops and group studies and may be printed and re-used for these purposes without seeking permission, but please note the CBWC as the source.

Material Prepared by: CBWC Justice & Mercy Network
SYRIAN FOOD

List of
the most famous and common food between Syrians

[You can find it easily in the market close to you]
chick peas - Hommus

Lentils – 3ades

Rice - Ruz

Green Beans - Bazilla

Fava Bean – Ful (cans)

Green Beans - Fasuliyyeh
Margarine - Zebdeh

Burghul (it is somehow a Cracked Wheat), for many families is much important than Rice!

Vegetable Oil – Zait Nabati
(Corn, Canola, Sun Flower…)

Olive Oil – Zait Zaitwn

Margarine - Zebdeh
Pickles – Mkhallal (Kabis) (Any Kind)

Olives (Black + Green) - Zaitwn

Tomato Past – Debes Banadwra

Potato - Batata

Jam – Mrabba (Any Kind)
Chicken - Farroj

Beef Meat – Lahem Baqar (Beef and sheep are the most)

Milk - Haleb

Yogurt - Laban

Cheese - Jebneh
In addition to:

- Watermelon – Batikh Ahmar
- Apple - toffah
- Parsley - Baqdonis
- Tomato - Bandora
- Carrot - Jazar
- Lettuce - Khas
- Radish - Fejel
- Green pepper – Flefleh Khadra
- Lemon - Laymon
- Salt - meleh
- Cinnamon - Qerfeh
- Cumin - Kammon
- Mint – Na3na3
- Basil - Habaq
- Spices - Bharat
Settlement Plan

Complete the following form by identifying who will be providing support in each area (e.g. the Church, the family member) and what the contingency plan is if that support is not provided. Where appropriate provide information related to necessary funding or in-kind donations. Please provide information related to committee member availability in section

Section 1: Start-Up Cost

Clothing
Click here to enter text.

Furniture
Click here to enter text.

Start – Up Cost (household effects, rent deposit , telephone, utilities, etc.)
Click here to enter text.

School start-up cost
Click here to enter text.

Food staples
Click here to enter text.

Other
Click here to enter text.

Section 2: Monthly Expenditures (see attached appendix 1 for suggested rates)

Shelter
Click here to enter text.
Transportation (public transit)
Click here to enter text.

Living allowance (food, incidentals, etc.)
Click here to enter text.

**Total Monthly Amount Budgeted:** Click here to enter text.

**Section 3: Settlement Assistance**
(please indicate, where appropriate, when and how it is expected each task will be completed)

Meet the refugee(s) at the airport and provide transportation to the final destination
Click here to enter text.

Locate an interpreter (If required)
Click here to enter text.

What accommodation (temporary and/or permanent) arrangements are available?
Click here to enter text.

Apply for Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP) and Interim Federal Health (IFH)
Click here to enter text.

Apply for Social Insurance Number
Click here to enter text.

Provide orientation (public transportation, banking services, etc.)
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Explaination of roles and responsibilities for refugee(s) (e.g. budget, expectations, etc.)

Medical Needs (e.g. family physician, dentist, etc)

Plan for medical emergencies (clinics, cost, etc.)

Provide assistance in linking refugee(s) with community activities

School and English (school enrollment and/or LINC)

Register for child tax benefit (if applicable)

Which immigrant settlement assistance agencies will the refugees applicant(s) likely access?

Engagement with the church and committee (e.g. visits, attending church)

Connecting refugee(s) to ethnic group and/or religious institution
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Agreed role of Canadian family members and/or friends (if applicable)

Click here to enter text.

Other information

Click here to enter text.

Section 4: Information Related to Constituent Group and others

Names of the people who will be assisting with the refugee applicant’s settlement, specific tasks they will be assisting with and general expected availability

1. Name: Click here to enter text.
   Task (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
   Availability (dates of the week and times): Click here to enter text.

2. Name: Click here to enter text.
   Task (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
   Availability (dates of the week and times): Click here to enter text.

3. Name: Click here to enter text.
   Task (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
   Availability (dates of the week and times): Click here to enter text.

4. Name: Click here to enter text.
   Task (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
   Availability (dates of the week and times): Click here to enter text.

5. Name: Click here to enter text.
   Task (if applicable): Click here to enter text.
   Availability (dates of the week and times): Click here to enter text.
6. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

7. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

8. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

9. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

10. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
    **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
    **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

11. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
    **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
    **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

12. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
    **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
    **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

13. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
    **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
    **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

14. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
    **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
    **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.
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15. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

16. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

17. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

18. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

19. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.

20. **Name:** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Task (if applicable):** Click here to enter text.
   
   **Availability (dates of the week and times):** Click here to enter text.
### Appendix 1 – Minimum Sponsorship Rates

**Single Adult (18 years and older)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Startup Cost</th>
<th>Monthly Living Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1160</td>
<td>$781</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adult Couple (with or without children)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Startup Cost</th>
<th>Monthly Living Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 – 1845</td>
<td>2 – 1352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – 2405</td>
<td>3 – 1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – 2965</td>
<td>4 – 1454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – 3515</td>
<td>5 – 1506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – 4085</td>
<td>6 – 1533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 – 4645</td>
<td><em>family sizes 7+</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 5205</td>
<td><em>increased as needed</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 – 5765</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 6325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Single Parent (any number of children ages 0-17)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Startup Cost</th>
<th>Monthly Living Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 – 1720</td>
<td>2 – 1136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – 2235</td>
<td>3 – 1184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 – 2840</td>
<td>4 – 1238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 – 3400</td>
<td>5 – 1290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – 3960</td>
<td>6 – 1317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 – 4520</td>
<td><em>family sizes 7+</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 – 5080</td>
<td><em>increased as needed</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 – 6015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 6200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Maternity Allowance**

- **$75 per month** issued from the date and/or receipts of medical note from a doctor to the date of birth
- (not to be applied retroactively to beginning of pregnancy)
- On receipt of doctor’s note the mother will also receive a **onetime** payment of **$200** to be used in the purchase of maternity clothing

**Newborn allowance**

- **$750** to be paid 1-2 months prior to the birth due date, this money is to be used to purchase necessities for the baby such as a crib, stroller, etc.

- **NOTE:** These reimbursements will added automatically to the family’s regular direct deposit and should be discussed with the family before they are received

---
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